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Materials

For this paper you must have:
o a calculator
. mathematical instruments.

Morning Time a[[owed: t hour 30 minutes

lnstructions
. Use black ink or black ball-point pen. Draw diagrams in pencil.
. Fill in the boxes at the top of this page.
. Answer all questions.
. You must answer the questions in the spaces provided. Do not write

outside the box around each page or on blank pages.
. Do all rough work in this book. Cross through any work you do not want to

be marked.

lnformation
. The marks for questions are shown in brackets.
. The maximum mark for this paper is 80.
. You may ask for more answer paper, graph paper and tracing paper.

These must be tagged securely to this answer book.

Advice
In all calculations, show clearly how you work out your answer.
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Do not wite
outside the

boxAnswer all questions in the spaces provided

Circle the number that is one less than a cube number.

[1 mark]

20 22 24 e
Circle the fraction which is equal to 0.25

[1 markl

1

40

2

5

4

100

Here is a number line.

3

Which number is at A?

Circle your answer.

[1 mark]

3.3 3.55 3.8

1ilIilililillllilto? lB/M/Jun1 9/8300/2F



How many millimetres are equal to 3.27 metres?

Circle your answer.

32.7 327 @, 32700

[1 mark]

[3 marks]

a
Which is longer, 9 of a day or 1000 minutes?

4

You must show your working.

lt
_ I h.W- -: (rC p-n t r-rs

3

I Do not wite
I outside the

tF x6C : I 8C rnn t{ t*ts.-S

3--Lr,+ Ol q Cdcr.-.t [C--rqR--

ilililil]ililililt

Turn over )
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6 (a) Use your calculator to work out

Give your answer as a decimal.

9.753 + 6i.42
1.875

Write down your full calculator display.

[2 marks]

Answer _s3s - 2- 85

6 tb) ls your answer to part (a) sensible?

Check by rounding each of 9.75, 1.875 and 6.4 to the nearest whole number.
You must show your working.

3
C

[3 marks]

6

I coe + 36

SAc + 3<
<s6

Tick a box.

Sensible Not sensible

z

Do not wite
outside the

box
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Complete the bank statement.

[3 marks]

i!+q.Sq--*-*?.L'*t E 2-e l.L:r's

-k'6.*?S**1 2.'C:ci e t'S'g€

?, d'*l rt- t +3*'' L"F, - I g fJ "c'?

Date Description Credit (€) Debit (f) Balance (€)

01t04t2019 Starting balance 26 ' 
-+3

0510412019 Counciltax 189.34 72.09

10t04t2a19 Refund l s.s6 86.75

12104t2019 Salary 1430.29 i S | 1'A4-

Turn over for the next question

Turn over )
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Do not wite
outside the

box



Do not wite
outside the

boxThe interior angle of a regular pentagon is 108"

Work out the sum of the five reflex angles at the vertices of a regular pentagon.

[3 marks]

Not drawn
accurately

3gc lc,E : 2.S2-ci

25,2>. S 7- l26C

Answer l2-6c degrees

ilililililililIIilt06 lB/M/Jun l 9/8300/2F



I Do not wite
Omar asks Harry,

"How many lines of symmetry does a pentagon have?"

Harry assumes it is a regular pentagon.

His answer is 5.

Draw the lines of symmetry on this regular pentagon.

[1 mark]

Omar then says,

"What if the pentagon is not regular?"

For a pentagon that is not regular, what is true about the number of lines of symmetry?

Tick one box.

[1 mark]

There must be 0

There could be 0 or 1

There could be 0, 1 or 2

Turn over )
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outside the
box
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l
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There could be any number up to 5



Do not wite
outside the

box56 customers pay for satellite television.

They all have the Basic package for f24.50 per month.

Some also have

the Sports package 'for 827.5A e*ra per month

the Movie package for f 18 extra per month.

The frequency tree shows the number of customers with each package.

ilililil1illlil1]08 lB/M/Junl 9/8300/2F



Do not wite
outside the

boxln total, how much per month do the 56 customers pay?

Ro*,'. -s { >< 2-+ " sc : ,L
[4 marksl

t3*1?_

Spstr I t >+ 2-l'S= : A sl: :{q

fr1* u. *..

l-*,tct ! = l3r2+S-*7--l-Sa
f 3q,('

2< q-s-s*c

Answer € /-SL+S* Sc

Turn over for the next question

ilililililil]ililt
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Do not wite
outside the

box10 Zoe is thinking of a number.

a ot go = 1 of her number102

What number is she thinking of?

[3 marks]

I f r =,{- qc fr 
-t-Ll

Answer SLt-

ill]1ilililillll10 lB/M/Junl 9/8300/2F



11

On a journey, Laura sees 30 vehicles.

Each vehicle is a car, a van or a lorry.

She draws this bar chart.

Number
of vehicles

14

12

10

I

6

4

2

0 CVL
Type of vehicle

Make two criticisms of her bar chart.
[2 marks]

Criticism r I\ ct <-q,-.-\ g+-gS-- b<tWe.c*^
&e- bcr.,-s

Criticism 2 lq- + {-f -{- t<: ,2 R V*J^.c,l,e-J

Vehicles seen

Turn over )

r J.-
C.l,'\ o.r-L \l'\ [rt^T L- o.u:^clre
S<:tv\, 3 a

ililil1ll]rilltl
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Do not wite
outside the

boxA drawing has a scale of 1 :40

On the drawing, a bedroom is a rectangle measuring 10 cm by 18 cm

A kitchen has an lilIl" of 3oo ooo cmz

Which has the bigger actual area, the kitchen or the bedroom?

You must show your working.

[4 marksl

K.ar-o <=ra1 5co'l<.{ I C-: c.-r*t )< I I c-n

>< +o L{-OGc-rtax12

2E Sccc 2-
C^-t+:'

Answer lZ ,'tc-h.e.n ,'s t"h-re,,*

ililIililililll]12 lB/M/Jun1 9/8300/2F



13

13 Here are two similar shapes, A and B.

A

length of edges in A : length of edges in B = 2 : 5

The perimeter of A is 210 mm

Work out the perimeter of B.

,.t:6
[2 marks]

Do not wite
outside the

box

2-s-
2-)q". 52-s*

\"-/t

Answer 52S mm

ililililIililililt13
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14

There are 135 passengers on a plane.

3 of the passengers in Business Class are flying for the first time.

ln total, there are 15 passengers in Business Class.

of the passengers not in Business Class are flying for the first time.
1

4

14 (a) ln the Venn diagram,

| = passengers on the plane

B = passengers in Business Class

F = passengers flying for the first time.

Complete the Venn diagram.

1 $ + 2:1 -:- +*2_-

3cI r-l-1.=.-.S ta"
fr
f. rct

*t t'o*q

[4 marks]

c-.r
I

t35-* tt-^:--: qC

ilililililI]]il]14 lB/M/Jun1 9/8300/2F



15

Do not wite
outside the

box14 (b) One of the passengers is chosen at random.

Write down the probability that the passenger is in Business Class.

[1 mark]

15

15 {a)

IS

Answer t35

A line has the equation y = x + 3

Write down the coordinates of the point where the line intersects the y-axis.

15 (b) Write down the coordinates of the point where the line intersects the x-axis.

\J: C

Answer ( C) , FI
3 -= C: [1 mark]

^--\3-r

[{ mark]

2G- * -3Answer 1-3 ,
C

lll]llilil flilt]15

Turn over )
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Do not wite
outside the

boxThe graph below is used to convert between

temperature in degrees Fahrenheit (F)

and

temperature in degrees Celsius (Q.

Use the graph to convert 40 degrees Fahrenheit into degrees Celsius.

Answer S degrees Celsius

lllilIil]illillill16 lB/M/Jun1 9/8300/2F



17

Do not wite
outside the

box

116 (b)

At one temperature, Z,

the number of degrees Celsius is double the number of degrees Fahrenheit.

The graph of C = 2F can be drawn to help find this temperature.

On the grid opposite, draw the graph of C = 2F for values of F from -25 to 25

You may use the table to help you.

[2 marks]

Use your graph to estimate the value of Z.

Give your answer in degrees Celsius.

Answer 2+ degrees Celsius

Turn over for the next question

[2 marks]

Turn over )

lB/M/Jun1 9/8300/2F
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F -25 C; 2S
C -50 s'c



Do not wite
outside the

box

17 (b)

ln a bag there are 10p coins, 20p coins and 50p coins.

There are two fewer 20p coins than 10p coins.

There are five more 50p coins than 10p coins.

Complete the table.

Altogether, there are 60 coins.

Work out the total value of the 20p coins.

r"-t Y fi *'2. +- '-l 1- S- -:: &*
[4 marks]

Coin
Number of

coins

1op n

2op n-2

5op
'f-1 

+- S'

5*1
r {-}
t v!ri

t q *.2
.l l*l

i*T >{ 2q

Answer € €. {_t",-C}

lBlM/Junl 9/8300/2F
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A force of 180 newtons (N) is applied to the surface of this triangle.

Work out the pressure.

forceuse pressure = 

-
area

li,/ 1 -€c< 
= *-* l2-;"- lq;

Not drawn
accurately

[3 marks]

L C, .-.-=-

12 cm

f l::-::*,._q: a3:- * S ,Nf c""*l
€) cl

ililililil]ililt19

Do not wite
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box



20

Do not wite
outside the

box
19 ln a sport, the number of points is directly proportional to the number of wins.

On the axes, sketch a graph to show this relationship.

[1 mark]

Number
of points

Number of wins

ililililllililililt20 lBIM/Jun1 9/8300/2F



Do not wnte
outside the

boxUsing ruler and compasses, show the region inside the grid that is

less than 4 cm from A

and

nearer to B than to C.

Labelthe region R.

Show allyour construction lines.

[3 marks]

Turn over )
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22

Do not wite
outside the

boxBeth drives 200 miles in 4 hours.

She drives the first 18 miles at an average speed of 36 mph

Work out her average speed for the rest of the journey.

I-= C " \ l-rcu.r:s
[3 marks]t.Pl.s

\*36
I a 2* 

''". 
i lo-s

rfl .5 S hc..r'.-:s

Srrexd : I &2- S2. r-r,,c\-r
?-s:

Answer s2-. mph

ililililililllililt
lB/M/Junl 9/8300/2F2?



Do not wite
outside the

box22 The diagram shows rectangle ABDE and right-angled triangle ABC.

AC= 17 cm

BC=8cm

E
Not drawn
accurately

17 cm

8cm 6 c-"-t D

BC'.CD=1'.2

Work out the area of rectangle ABDE.

[4 marks]

C-} € 2t 8 = 16 <-**r

AK: ..1 r-rt- & = I Sc-r'

s- 3cc

Answer 3a<: cm2

ilililllllililll]23

Turn over )
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Do not wite
outside the

box
ln a sport, injury time is added time played at the end of a match.

The table shows the injury time, / (minutes) played in 380 matches.

lnjury time, / (minutes) Frequency

0</<2 59

2<t<4 158

4</<6 106

6</<8 45

8</<10 12

L"t.
sq

2\-*'i
323
-zQ-5(> 's

3-3c

Circle the two words that describe the data.

(J"",,r'*J
\--.__/

Which class interval contains the median?

You must show your working.

ungrouped

rr^ecl{*e-,.1 = €j:L -< l9o-sb^r,*tu

</< L*-

ilililililI]]ilt24 lB/M/Jun1 9/8300/2F
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Do not write
outside the

box23 (c) What percentage of the matches had more than 6 minutes of injury time?

L+-'S * l?-' **- >< {cc
[2 marks]

3.Ba

I S */.r

Answer

x is an integer.

4<x42
and

2(x+3(9

Work out all the possible values of x.

{:s

[3 marks]

G:x- +-13 4- 'i
*t

llllililll]tililI

Turn over )
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Answer *\ 3* *Z
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Do not wite
outside the

box25 Joe and Kyle share an amount of money in the ratio

Joe gets 35% of the money.

Work out the value of n.

7:n

[2 marks]

T:t<

3s lL=)

6s+S z ts

Answer r'-l = 13

Circle the reciprocal of 4

\l
cr4{a- cve/- Lf

I+ [1 mark]

o.4 @

ilililililililililt26 lB/M/J un 1 9/8300/2F



Do not wite
outside the

hox27 x:y=1'3
Circle the correct equation.

[1 mark]

.'t'-:' x
(r=r"r, y=; !=x-2 y=x+2

'-----'-

28 A linear sequence starts
(

+t / t1 21 31 41

) * lG +-lc +'la
Work out an expression for the nth term of the sequence.

[2 marks]

Answer lO,.f +l

.END OF QUESTIONS

ililililllilll]ll]27 lB/M/Jun1 9/8300/2F


